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IN THE NEWS

Occasional fragmentary remains of gigantic
pseudo-toothed
seabirds have been found in the
Miocene deposits of Calvert Cliffs, Lee Creek Mine
and Virginia.
Based mostly on size, there appear
to be three species of "pseudodontorns" between
the Calvert and equivalent aged Pungo River
formations.
One of these species may be
Pelagornis midcaenas, originally found
in France.
A relatively well preserved
pseudodontorn,
found in an Oligocene
formation near Charleston, S.C.,
has recently been prepared at
the Smithsonian.
(Fossil club
members saw it on their March,
1987, field trip).
This
specimen should increase our
knowledge of this long lived group of birds.
The following
by the Smithsonian

press release (with slight additions)
Institution on November 9, 1987.

GIGP{NTIC "TOOTHED"

SEABIRD

IDENTIFIED

BY SMITHSONIAN

~ander;ng

albatross

was issued

SCIENTISTS

The largest flying seabird ever to soar above the oceans of the
world, an extinct creature thought to be related to pelicans, cormorants
and their allies, has been discovered and identified by scientists at
the Charleston Museum, Charleston, S.C., and the Smithsonian National
Museum of Natural History, in Washington, D.C.
The bird had a wing span of over 18 feet and may have weighed close
to 90 pounds.
By comparison, the largest living seabird, the wandering
'lbatross, weighs only 20 pounds and its wing span measures 11 feet.
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In the United States, the largest living flying bird is the
California condor, which is similar in size to the albatross with a
weight of 22 pounds and a wing span of 9 feet.
The fossil remains of this previously unknown and undescribed
species, which lived about 30 million years ago, are currently being
studied by Dr. Storrs L. Olson, an authority on fossil sea birds at the
Museum of Natural History, and Kenneth I. Warheit, a graduate student at
the Department of Paleontology, University of California, Berkeley.
Dr. Olson and
are discussing the
the giant bird for
and the Charleston

John Brumgardt, director of the Charleston Museum,
possibility of making skeletal reconstructions of
eventual displays at both the Museum of Natural History
Museum.

The bird was a member of an extinct family called the "bony-toothed
birds," or pseudodontorns,
so named because of the unusual long "bony
teeth" protruding from the upper and lower jaws.
The overall structure of the wings of these birds indicates that
they had a lifestyle more similar to the albatross than the pelican.
The peculiar structure of their shoulders permitted them to raise and
lower their wings, but restricted the wings' normal rotational movement,
making it difficult for them to flap.
Scientists believe that these
birds flew and foraged much in the same manner as albatrosses do today:
by using the oceanic winds to soar far distances with little or no
flapping of the wings.
Pseudodontorns have been known for more than 130 years, but all
previous species were known only from isolated bones or from two-dimensional impressions in rock.
This is because the bones of these birds
are extremely thin and overall preservation of the skeleton is generally
poor.
The new species is remarkable in that it is a much larger bird
than any previously known pseudodontorn and because most of the skeleton
is preserved.
The 4-foot-by-5-foot block of hardened sand and silt in which the
great bird was recovered--along with fragments of fossilized marine mam~
mals and other seabirds--was excavated in January 1984 at the Charleston
Airport by James Malcom and Albert Sanders of the Charleston Museum.
The rock, exposed while drainage ditches were being dug, was from the
Chandler Bridge Formation, dated at about 30 million years ago (Oligocene per iod) •
Fragments of a small pseudodontorn were visible on the surface of
the blockJbut no one at the time knew the importance of the material
hidden within.
Thus, the block remained in storage until December 1986
when Olson transported it to the Smithsonian for study.
At the National Museum of Natural History, preparator Frederick V.
Grady c~refully chipped the hardened sand and mud away from the specimen,
revealing an extraordiriari+y large seablrd specimen, consisting of 'a
.
skull and jaws, a nearly complete humeru's and radius, fragmented parts
of the forewing and the ri]ht leg with all three major bones prp.s0.~t.
Although these elements are partly crushed and slightly distorted, all
important features of the ?ones are prese~ve1.
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The big bird's "pseudo-teeth" were intact even though the bony
late Of the·skull was crushed.
The teeth (composed entirely from bone
~ .d therefore not real teeth, which consist in part of dentine and enamel)
are sturdy and could probably penetrate flesh.
"By providing an association between wing, leg and skull bones, this
specimen will now permit a reevaluation of all other species of pseudodontorns previously described from single or isolated remains," Olson
said.
"For example, using the information provided by the South Carolina
bird, Warheit and I hope to be able to determine if a species described
from a fragment of a wing bone, and a different species described from a
skull, are"actually the same species."
Among extinct flying birds, the big pseudodontorn was surpassed in
size only by a fossil vulture like bird from Argent~na with a wing-span
of 20 to 25 feet.
A number of living and extinct flightless birds exceed
the flying birds in weight.
The ostrich is the largest living bird at
about 350 pounds.
The extinct elephant bird of Madagascar and the extinct Australian Dromornis reached 1000 pounds.
The newly discovered pseudodontorn is a member of an extinct family
that was quite successful, surviving from about 50 million years ago
(Paleocene period) to about 5 million years (Pliocene period).
The birds
had a wide geographic range, occurring from New Zealand, Peru and the subAntarctic in the southern hemisphere to Europe, Africa, the Soviet Union,
Japan and North America in the northern hemisphere.
In the United States,
ecimens have been recovered from Maryland to South Carolina and in
lifornia and Oregon.
"We don't know why these birds became extinct," Olson said, "but
they were heavily dependent upon the strong oceanic winds for locomotion,
and their demise may be related to changes in oceanic currents and wind
patterns."

THE NOMENCLATURAL HISTORY OF THE GENUS ECPHORA
by David Bohaska
The nomenclatural history of the genus Ecphora
confusing one.
The following chronology may be of
assistance.

is a

1685

The first edition of Martin Lister's Historia Conchylorium
is printed.
It contained no illustration of Echphora.

1687

The fossil scallop Chesapecten jeffersonius from the Yorktown
formation of Virginia is illustrated (but not named) in this
later version of Lister's work, becoming the first fossil from
the New World to be illustrated.

1688

The fossil clam Mercenaria corrugata from the Yorktown
appeared in still another printing of Lister's work.

of Virginia
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1770

An illustration of Ecphora is published for the first time
in the last plate of the third edition of Historia Conchylarium.
The illustration was labeled "a marilandia" meaning "from
Maryland."
Lister was dead by-this time, having died in 1712.

1824

Thomas Say named the first species of Ecphora, calling it
Fusus 4-costatus.
Say reported the locality from which it
came as being on the St. Marys River in Maryland.
He based
this on a statement made by the collector, John Finch.

1833

John Finch described the locality from which he collected the
specimens (including
Ecphora) described by Say in 1824 as
Yorktown, Virginia.
tie-did not correct Say's publication.
(Later studies confirm that none of the Finch collection
came from Maryland.)

1834

T.A. Conrad named the genus Ecphora.
Ecphora quadricostata.

18341987

Specimens of the common four-ribbed Ecphora
identified as Ecphora quadricostata.

June 15,
1987

Recognizing that the common four-ribbed Ecphora found in the
St. Marys formation is different from Ecphora quadricostata,
and that no specimens of E. quadricostata are known from
Maryland, Druid Wilson realized that the common St. Marys
formation Ecphora had no name, and named it Ecphora gardnerae
in honor of Julia Gardner.
This name appeared in Geology and
Paleontology of the Lee Creek Mine volume 2, issued 15 Jun~
1987.
The holotype of E. gardnerae is the same Ecphora
illustrated on plate 52~ figure 1, of the Miocene plates
(Maryland Geological Survey, 1904) formerly labeled
E. quadricostata.
.

Say's Fusus became

from Maryland

are

In summary, E. quadricostata occurs in the Yorktown formation and
equivalent aged sediments from Virginia to Florida.
E. gardnerae occurs
in the St. Marys formation of Maryland and in the Eastover formation of
Virginia.
There are other species of Ecphora in Maryland and elsewhere,
both named and unnamed.
The original Ecphora from which the 1770 illustration was made has not been relocated; the species name for this
individual is questionable.

DATING

THE ARRIVAL

OF TEKTITES
by Al Robb

THROUGH FOSSILS

In his article "Age of Asian Tektites" (Geological Society of
America Bulletin, Vol 82, pages 1995-1996), Virgil Barnes discusses the
dating methods used to determine the age of a tektite dredged from the
South China Sea.
In 1960, four tektites were dredged from a depth of
1264 to 1274m by the Scripps Institute oceanographic vessel Stranger.
The tektites were recovered in the South China Sea 70 km south of Triton
Island and 270 km east of Vietnam.
The specimen studied had a biogenic
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calcium carbonate crust on one side, indicating that it faced up on the
sea bottom.
This crust was obviously deposited after the tektites'
arrival on earth and therefore was utilized to give a minimum date for
the age of the specimens' existence on earth.
It was found that 14 species of nannofossils existed in the calcium carbonate layer encrusting
the tektite.
Two species in particular, Gephyrocapsa caribbeanica
Boudreaux and G. oceanica Kemptner, were instrumental in dating the
specimen.
The-presence of these species indicates an "Illinoian" (late
Pleistocene) age for the calcium carbonate crust, suggesting a minimum
age of 1.0 to 1.3 million years for the specimens' existence on earth.
This age would make these specimens considerably older than other indochinites and australites dated by potassium-argon and carbon-14 methods.
Previously, the potassium-argon dating method suggested an age of
700,000 years before present for the oldest tektites.
The fauna found
in the crust also suggests a paleoenvironmental
temperature range much
like that which is now found between 350 and 500 north latitude in the
Atlantic Ocean.
The actual specimen was recovered at approximately 150
North latitude, indicating a significant temperature change for the
region since the specimens' arrival on the planet.
Possibly these
tektites are yet even more evidence to support plate tectonics and the
Continental Drift Theory.
Editor's

note:

Tektites are glassy meteorites once thought
to be "moon rocks"; material melted and thrown
into space when the moon was struck by a
meteorite.
Later this material was captured
by the earth's gravity and pulled to. its surface .. Current theory suggests association of
tektites with terrestrial meteorite impacts.

CLUB ACTIVITIES
Chancellor's

Point Field Trip

Unfortunately the field trip to Chancellor's Point on September 19
was called off after club members viewed the waves and high tide pounding
We will schedule another trip to the
the banks of the St. Marys River.
area at a later date.

Field Trip to Lee Creek Mine
Aurora, N.C.
A full complement of 50 fossil club members visited Lee Creek Mine
in September.
Notable finds included George Fonger's partial bird skull,
a mandible of the pseudo-toothed
sea turtle Syllomus found by Cathy
Ellwood and the ear region of a seal skull found by Calvin Taylor.
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The North

Carolina Fossil Club Visit
Calvert Cliffs

to

On October 3, the North Carolina Fossil Club met with members of
the CMM Fossil Club at the Calvert Marine Museum for coffee and doughnuts before setting out on a field trip to Calvert Cliffs.
Stops were
made at Margaret Moran's property, Matoaka Cottages and Scientists'
Cliffs.
Unfortunately the weather was uncooperative, cold, torrential
rain, high tides and higher waves.
The most notable find was an exceedingly tame, wild turkey at Scientists' Cliffs.
Predictably, the day
following the departure of the North Carolina Club was warm, sunny, and
the tides unusually low.

Patuxent

River Appreciation

Days

PRAD was a success even though we had to set up our exhibit in a
tent near the boat ramp across the road from C~~.
Our fossil preparation, hands-on displays and identification service were hits as always.
The real crowd pleaser, however, was the shark tooth hunt.
Visitors
were given a plate of gravel from Calvert Cliffs and got to keep what
they found in it. Paul Kraft of the Carving Club hauled an extra bucket
of gravel in for us on Sunday.
Our original 10 gallons would have
nev~r lasted the weekend.
We did not salt the gravel; all the teeth
were first found by the visitors.
We did, however, lift a nice Plinthicus
tooth off Erich Eshelman's plate before handing it to him.
Field Trip to Cretaceous Sites in
Prince Georges County
On November 21, Bob Wiest led 12 club members on a trip to three
Cretaceous plant sites in Prince Georges County.
Though they experienced
"frost bite" weather, all found the outing a success.
The three localities had amazing quantities of lignitized wood, some of it huge logs,
one of which was 14 feet long.

Field Trip to a Paleozoic
in Western Maryland

Site

Inclement weather forced us to cancel our field trip to a Paleozoic
site in Western Maryland.
We hope to reschedule this trip at a later
date.
Lectures
Dr. Harvey L. Fierstine, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, California,
and his wife, Ailene, visited the Calvert Marine Museum in August.
Dr. Fierstine reviewed the fossil history of billfish in a lecture for
club members.
He told of his experiences studying fossil and modern
billfish in the field and in the laboratory.
On one occasion in the
Philippines, a spiritual medium was consulted before excavating a
Pleistocene marlin.
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Lectures

Club members also enjoyed a lecture by Dr. Lauck Ward of the U.S.
Geological Survey.
Dr. Ward spoke on Tertiary mollusc faunas of the
mid-Atlantic coast, emphasizing Ecphora.
Previous to his lecture at
CMM, Dr. Ward visited Joe Turner and Norm Riker to study their large
collections of Ecphora.
He also examined additional specimens at the
Calvert Marine Museum.
Dr. Ward's study of Ecphora is well under way;
some preliminary findings are summarized in Germon et al., reviewed
in this issue.
-- --

Recent Finds
George Fonger found two associated land mammal teeth, probably
protoceratid, near plum Point.
Unfortunately the teeth are from an
old individual and are well worn.
Dr. Steven Hittley found numerous bone fragments exposed on a
fallen block near Governors Run. Early preparation work suggests
that he found a partial peccary skeleton.
A phalange, metapodial,
tibia, vertebra, and what looks like part of a skull are present
with a number of unidentified bones.
Wally and Betty Ashby have brought in to the museum
humeri, including one identified as a shearwater.

several

bird

Led by Dave Bohaska, students from Calvert Middle School made some
important discoveries during a science seminar field trip to Calvert Cliffs.
Chris Gasbarre fourid half of an auk humerus and Gregg Fowler found part
of a ziphid, or beaked whale, rostrum.
Bird bones are always prized
finds.
Nor~ally they are so fragile that they don't last long on a
beach.
Brett Kent brought in and donated another section of ziphid rostrum
from Matoaka Cottages.
With Gregg's find above this brings the total to
four from the Maryland Miocene, all found since May 1986.

NEWS FROM FIELD AND LAB
Calvert

Marine

Museum

Receives

Fossil

Donations

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hruschka hosted Ralph Eshelman, Paul Berry
(CMM Librarian) and Dave Bohaska at their home in January.
Howard donated
some of his fossils and recent skeletons to the Calvert Marine Museum.
Included in the donation were some nautiloids from the Maryland Eocene
and some small pleistocene vertebrates in cave matrix from Cavetown,
Maryland.
Mr. Hruschka found the holotype lower jaw of Hadrodelphis
calvertensis described by Remington Kellogg in 1968.
Ralph, Paul and
Dave left enough fossil material for the Hruschkas to continue instructing neighborhood children in local geology and paleontology.
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Model Carcharodon

Jaw Goes to New York

Preparator Ivy Rudzky of the American Museum of Natural History in
New York accepted delivery of a model set of Carcharodon megalodon jaws
cast by members of the Cf1M staff.
The jaws were so large that they had
to be cut in half for transportation to New York.
Ivy had time to sightsee in Calvert County and to visit several localities along Calvert Cliffs.
Jack Pomeroy

Inspects

Erosion

Along

Calvert

Cliffs

Jack Pomeroy of the U.S. Geological Survey led a series of field
trips to inspect erosion along Calvert Cliffs.
Stops were made at
Calvert Cliffs State Park, Cove Point and the Chesapeake Ranch Club.
Many of the slides and slumps are due to seepage of ground water.

RESEARCH

Living

NEWS

Coelacanths

Filmed

Working from a research submarine, West
German scientists have made movies of
living coelacanths in their natural
habitat.
Six of the large (up to 6 feet
long) fish were filmed and taped for the
first time while swimming at depths of
several hundred feet near Comoro Island in
the Indian Ocean.
The researchers observed a
variety of strange behaviors such as two-minute
headstands and swimming backward and upside
down.
Coelacanths were thought to have become
extinct during the Cretaceous era.
However,
in 1938 a live specimen was captured by a
trawler off the coast of South Africa.

Coelacanth
Latimeria

chalumnae

Quantitative Shape Analysis of Benthic Foraminifera from Southern
Maryland - A New Approach to the Paleoecology of the Middle Miocene.
by Stephen J. Cauller (Master of Science thesis, Lehigh Univ. 1987)
Stephen Cauller used two-dimensional
outlines of Calvert and Choptank
formation benthic (bottom dwelling) foraminifera and graphic methods to
produce computer readable data.
Analysis of basic shapes allowed for
correlation of similar stratigraphic levels.
Observed changes through
time in the relative abundance of shapes follow trends that follow an
environmental shift from shallow, cool temperate marine waters to very
shallow cool to moderately warm water.
Cf1M staff and fossil club members
of this research project.

assisted

in the field work

stage
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A FIELD TRIP TO NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA
by Dave Bohaska
On the 4th of December I met Bob Purdy and Fred Grady of the
Smithsonian and drove south to Columbia, S.C.
There we met Daryl
Domning of Howard University.
We had been invited to act as resource
consultants at the Myrtle Beach Fossil Fair which was to be held at
the South Carolina State Museum on the following day.
At the fossil
fair Daryl carne out the big winner.
One exhibitor had a skull and
partial skeleton of a new species of dugong.
Also on display was a
partial archaeocete
(primitive whale) skeleton; even the pelvis was
preserved.
Another find was the complete rostrum of a beaked whale.
The new state museum is due to be completed later this year.
South Carolina geology, paleontology and natural history will be
featured and a full-sized 40 foot reconstruction of Carcharodon megalodon
is slated for exhibition.
From the preview we received, I can recommend
a visit.
I certainly hope to return.
The next day, Bob, Fred and I attended a "mini" fossil fair at
Myrtle Beach for club members who were unable to make it to Columbia.
Between and after the fossil fairs we visited an Eocene locality
near Cross, S.C.
There we found mainly shark teeth.
We hoped to, but
didn't find any protocetid whale teeth which had been found there.
We next hit two locales near Summerville, S.C., which contained Eocene,
Oligocene and Pleistocene formations.
Finds includeq a rabbit tooth
and a snake vertebr~ screen-washed out of the Pleistocene.
The other
locale yielded a small squalodont incisor and shark teeth, including a
fair number of Carcharodon teeth (I found four) in the two inch range.
Our final stop was at the Lee Creek Mine near Aurora, N.C.
Bob made
the best find:
an edentulous seal mandible.
As on most of these trips. our best collecting was done from
amateur collectors who were persuaded to part with their prizes in
the name of science.
In addition to picking up the aforementioned
dugong, we were given part of a pseudodontorn and lots of small
miscellaneous material from Lee Creek.
On the way horne I discovered
have defective radars, especially
state vehicles.

THE HOWARD

that the North Carolina State Police
on back roads when aimed at out-of-

B. OWENS SCIENCE

CENTER

Fossil club member Martin Tillett, Staff Naturalist at the Prince
Georges County Schools' Owens Science Center, has developed special
programs in paleontology for children in grades kindergarten through
high school.
The purpose of the Center is to enrich the scientific
education of students through "hands on" experiences.
Although Martin
has collected many specimens for his fossil programs, he still has
need for those in the following list:
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NEEDS

Carcharodon sp.
(smaller complete teeth)
squalodont teeth
bird bones
Turritella plebia (showing signs of predation)
Ecphora sp. (partials to complete)
Ranzania sp.
(jugular plate)
coprolites (shark and other fish species)
placoid scales (shark or ray)
caudal spines (sting rays)
crocodile remains (teeth, scutes, coprolites)
Polynices sp. (moon snails)
dugong material (ribs, bone fragments)
Hercoglossa sp.
(Eocene cephalopod)
Stromatolites
Carpolithus
(lignitized nut)
Dentalium sp.
(scaphopoda)
Discinisca sp. (Miocene brachiopod)
Echinocardium sp.
(heart urchin)
Terebratula
(Eocene brachiopod)
If you are willing
Howard B. Owens Science

to donate any of the above
Center, please contact:

fossils

to the

Martin Tillett, Staff Naturalist
Howard B. Owens Science Center
9601 Greenbelt Road
Lanham/Seabrook,
Maryland 20706
Telephone

March

No.

(301) 577-8718

The CMM Fossil Club has been invited to visit the Center
1. See the Schedule of Events for further details.

PUBLICATIONS

on

OF INTEREST

Bob Wiest reports that the following Investigational Reports are
available from the South African Association for Marine Biological
Research, Durban, South Africa.
The publications noted are the ones
thought to be of most interest to fossil club members.
Full dentitions of sharks are illustrated with photographs showing tooth variationwithin the mouth. The full price list is available at the Calvert
Marine Museum.
1.00 rand was equal to $0.52 when the list was received,
probably changed by now.
Include 5 rands for surface postage

but has
per order.
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The low price and excellent illustrations are worth the trouble of
getting an international bank draft, international postage money order
or visiting Deak-Perrera in Washington, D.C., to draw a check in South
African funds.
Make your check out to: The South African Association
for Marine Biological Research and mail your order to:
The South African Association for Marine
Oceanographic Research Institute
2 West Street
P.O. Box 10712
Durban, South Africa

Investigative

Biological

Research,

Reports

D'Aubrey, J.D., 1964. A carchariid shark new to South African
waters.
Invest. Rep. Oceanogr. Res. Inst., (9):1-16

Rl.10

The Miocene shark fauna of the southern
Davies, D.H., 1964.
St. Lucia area.
Invest. Rep. Oceangr. Res. Inst., (10):
1-16
... R1.10
Wallace, J.H., 1967.
The batoid fishes of the east coast of
southern Africa, 2: Manta, eagle, duckbill, cownose,
butterfly and sting rays.
Invest., Rep. Oceanogr. Inst.,
(16) :1-56

R1.20

Wallace, J.H., 1967.
The batoid fishes of the east coast of
•
southern Africa, 3: Skates and electric rays.
Invest.
Rep. Oceanogr. Inst., (17) :1-62

... Rl.20

Springer, S. & D'Aubrey, J.D., 1972.
Two new scyliorhinid
sharks from the east coast of Africa with notes on
related species.
Invest. Rep. Oceanogr. Res. Inst.,
(29) :1-19
------

... Rl.10

Bass, A.J.
1973. Analysis and description of variation in
the proportional dimensions of scyliorhinid, carcharhinid
and sphyrnid sharks.
Invest. Rep. Oceanogr. Res. Inst.
(32) :1-28
---

Rl.20

Bass, A.J., D'Aubrey, J.D. & Kistnasamy, N., 1973.
Sharks of
the east coast of southern Africa, 1: The genus Carcharhinus (Carcharhinidae).
Invest. Rep. Oceanogr. Res. Inst.
(33) :1-168
---

R2.60

Sharks of
Bass, A.J., D'Aubrey, J.D. & Kistnasamy, N., 1975.
the east coast of southern Africa, 2: The families
Scyliorhinidae and Pseudotriakidae.
Invest. Rep.
Oceanogr. Res. Inst., (37) :1-63
... Rl.20
Sharks of
Bass, A.J., D'Aubrey, J.D. & Kistnasamy, N., 1975.
the east coast of southern Africa, 3: The families
Carcharhinidae
(excluding Carcharhinus and Mustelus)
and Sphyrnidae.
Invest. Rep. Oceanogr. Res. Inst.,
(38) :1-100
-----... R2.40
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Sharks
Bass, A.J., D'Aubrey, J.D. & Kistnasamy, N., 1975.
of the east coast of southern Africa, 4: The families
Odontaspididae,
Scapanorhynchidae,
Isuridae, Cetorhinidae,
Alopiidae, Orectolobidae and Rhiniodontidae.
_I_n_v_e_s
__
t.
Rep. Oceanogr. Inst., (39) :1-102

R3.40

Bass, A.J., D'Aubrey, J.D. & Kistnasamy, N., 1975.
Sharks
of the east coast of southern Africa, 5: The families
Hexanchidae, Chlamysoselachidae,
Heterodontidae,
Pristiophoridae and Squatinidae.
Invest. Rep. Oceanogr. Res.
Inst., (43): 1-50
--

Rl.80

Sharks
Bass, A.J., D'Aubrey, J.D. & Kistnasamy, N., 1976.
of the east coast of southern Africa, 6: The families
Oxynotidae, Squalidae, Dalatiidae and Echinorhinidae.
Invest. Rep. Oceanogr. Res. Inst., (45) :1-103

Tertiary

... $3.20

Research

Bob Wiest also recommends this quarterly journal of the
Tertiary Research Group.
Many articles about vertebrates are
included.
Subscriptions are $28.00 ($25.00 students).
Mail application

to:

A. Ward
209 Crofton Lane
Orpington, Kent BR6 OBL
England

Make U.S. checks payable

to David J. Ward.
The Maryland

Naturalist

The Maryland Naturalist is a quarterly journal published by the
Natural History Society of Maryland.
This publication covers all areas
of the natural history of Maryland and adjacent states.
Its contents
include results of original research and synthesizing reviews of topics
useful to anyone interested in natural history or local environmental
issues.
The current issue includes the article "Ecphora:
Important
fossil from the Miocene strata on the Chesapeake Bay by Raye N. Germon,
Lauck W. Ward and Clayton E. Ray."
This paper surmnarizes the stratigraphic/ biological, and nomenclatural history of the genus Echphora,
emphasizing the species found in Maryland.
Nine species of Ecphora
are illustrated, including three named species (E. quadricostata,
E. tricostata and E. ecclesiastica) and six unnamed species.
Stratigraphic ranges of the species are given.
E. quadricostata
(no longer considered part of the Maryland
Miocene fauna) and E. gardnerae (the Maryland State Fossil) are
illustrated side by-side, with a caption explaining the differences.
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Subscription to The Maryland Naturalist
in the Natural History Society of Maryland.

comes with membership

Regular 'membership:
$12.50
Family membership:
$20.00
Checks are payable to the Natural History Society of Maryland,Inc~
2643 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Cenozoic
Edited

Mammals

of North America

by Michael

o. Woodburne

This is a major synthesis of what is known about the changing
populations of fossil mammals in North America through the Cenozoic
Era, or the past 55 million years.
Combining data from mammalian
paleontology and biostratigraphy,
stratigraphic geology, radiochronology, and magnetic polarity stratigraphy, it represents a state-ofthe-art discussion of the intervals of Cenozoic time in North America,
as recognized on the basis of fossil mammals.
This book will be available
Cost:

in February,

1988.

$48.00 plus $1.50 for handling

University of California Press
2120 Berkeley Way
Berkeley, California 94720

SCHEDULE

CALVERT MARINE MUSEUM FOSSIL CLUB
OF COMING CLUB EVENTS AND OTHER NOTICES

Phone number of the Calvert Marine

Museum:

OF INTEREST

(301) 326-2042

FEBRUARY
Now through February 29. Week days 10 a.m. - 5 p.m., Saturday 10 a.m.6 p.m., Sunday 12 p.m. - 6 p.m.
DINOSAUR EXHIBIT AT THE MARYLAND SCIENCE CENTER, 601 Light St.,
Baltimore (at the Inner Harbor), Maryland (301) 685-2370.
Six large animated dinosaurs and other prehistoric models are
on display.
There is an admission charge.
This show is reported
to be crowded on weekends.
We recommend that you attend on
weekdays.
12, 19, Fridays (Two shows)
8:00 p.m.
The Arthur Storer Planetarium.
THE EXTINCTION OF THE DINOSAURS.
The Arthur Storer Planetarium
is located on the grounds of the Calvert High School on Dares
Beach Road in Prince Frederick.
This program will explore the
various scientific theories, biological, astronomical, etc.,
advanced to explain the disappearance of the dinosaurs.
Admission is free, but you must be seated when the program starts
promptly at 8:00 p.m.
This is not a club activity.
You may call
the Planetarium for more information.
(301) 535-2904.
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20, 21, Saturday and Sunday
DELAWARE VALLEY PALEONTOLOGICAL
SOCIETY FOSSIL FAIR at the Academy
of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia.
Volunteers are needed to demonstrate fossil preparation and answer questions about the Maryland
Miocene and Calvert Cliffs in particular.
This is an excellent
opportunity to visit the Academy.
It contains the first dinosaur
skeleton found in the u.S. and many early fossil collections from
Maryland.
It is one of the earliest natural history museums in
the country and was the headquarters of paleontologist
E.D. Cope.
Arrangements for an overnight stay can be made.
We could really
use your help.
Call Dave Bohaska at the CMM for more information
on this trip.
MARCH
1, Tuesday, 7:30 - 9:00 p.m.
The Howard B. Owens Science Center,
9601 Greenbelt Road, Lanham/Seabrook,
Md. (301) 577-5718
"ONCE UPON AN ERA".
This is a 45-minute planetarium show about
Earth history.
Martin Tillett will also explain how fossils are
used for teaching at the facility and lead a tour of the entire
area.
Call CMM for carpool information or meet us there.
To reach the Center take the D.C. Beltway north to the BaltimoreWashington Parkway exit toward Baltimore.
Exit on Greenbelt Road,
drive east about 2 miles.
The Center is on the right just past
the Goddard Space Center.
The Northern Virginia Mineral Club's
fossil study group will also attend this program.
18, 19, 20, Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
THE MONTGOMERY COUNTY GEM, MINERAL AND LAPIDARY SOCIETY SHOW
at the Montgomery County Fairgrounds.
Volunteers are needed
to man our Fossil Club dlsplay tabl~.
Other clubs will be
exhibiting gems, minerals and fossils.
High quality specimens
will be offered for sale. Again if you can help with this fair,
please call Dave Bohaska at the Calvert Marine Museum.
26, 27, Saturday and Sunday
SPRING FIELD TRIP TO LEE CREEK MINE at Aurora, N.C.
We will meet
in the parking lot of the mine at Lee Creek before 9:00 a.m. on
Saturday, March 26. There is a possibility of a visit to a nearby
collection site on Sunday, March 27. Please call CMM for reservations and information about carpooling and hotel accommodations.
The number of participants to the Lee Creek mine is limited to 50
people.
The Sunday field trip will be limited to 15 people.
RESERVATIONS ARE NECESSARY.
Calvert Marine Museum
P.O. Box 97
Solomons, MD
20688

